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The nature of chemical bonds on dynamic paths was investigated using the complete active space
valence-bond �CASVB� method and the Born–Oppenheimer dynamics. To extract the chemical
bond picture during reactions, a scheme to collect contributions from several VB �resonance�
structures into a small numbers of indices was introduced. In this scheme, a tree diagram for the VB
structures is constructed with the numbers of the ionic bonds treated as generation. A pair of VB
structures is related to each other if one VB structure is transferred into the other by changing a
covalent bond to an ionic bond. The former and latter VB structures are named parent and child
structures, respectively. The weights of the bond pictures are computed as the sum of the CASVB
occupation numbers running from the top generation to the bottom along the descent of the VB
structures. Thus, a number of CASVB occupation numbers are collected into a small number of
indices, and a clear bond picture may be obtained from the CASVB wave function. The scheme was
applied to the hydrogen exchange reaction H2+F→H+HF and the Diels–Alder reaction
C5H6�cyclopentadiene�+CH2=CH2�ethylene�→C7H10�norbornene�. In both the reactions, the
scheme gave a clear picture for the Born–Oppenheimer dynamics trajectories. The reconstruction of
the bonds during reactions was well described by following the temporal changes in weight. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3116787�

I. INTRODUCTION

To understand chemical reaction mechanisms it is impor-
tant to obtain accurate potential energy surfaces �PESs� and
to know the dynamics on them. At present, we have many
accurate electronic structure theories for the PESs. The com-
plete active space self-consistent field �CASSCF� method1,2

is one of the electronic structure theories employed most
frequently in the study of chemical reactions. This method is
feasible and gives PESs of good quality, and is therefore also
used as a starting point for higher-level multireference meth-
ods such as multireference configuration interaction, coupled
cluster, and perturbation methods. In fact, the CASSCF
method has many advantages for chemical reaction studies
including �1� the well-defined potential energy surface of a
chemical reaction if an appropriate active space is chosen,
�2� its applicability to excited states as well as the ground
state in a single framework, and �3� its provision of size-
consistent results. Besides the electronic structure theories
for PESs, the simulation methods for classical and quantum
dynamics using PES have been well developed. In particular,
as a classical dynamics method for isolated molecules, the
Born–Oppenheimer �BO� dynamics method3,4 has become a
powerful tool. The BO dynamics method needs no potential
functions fitted to the PESs and can use the energies and
forces that are produced by ab initio electronic structure
theories directly. Currently, the combination of the BO dy-
namics with the CASSCF method is a popular option be-
cause of the advantages �1�–�3� mentioned above, as well as

the inexpensive force computation compared to other
multiconfiguration-based methods that include the electron
correlation effect.

In addition to the PESs and the dynamics on them, it is
also crucial to obtain a clear picture for the reaction. In pre-
vious papers,5,6 we have investigated chemical bond picture
during reactions using the complete active space valence-
bond �CASVB� method.7–9 The CASVB method is a method
that extracts a chemical picture from CASSCF wave func-
tions. In this method, the CASSCF wave functions are trans-
formed into the superpositions of VB �resonance� structures
consisting of atomiclike orbitals without any loss of quality
of the CASSCF wave function. The energies Ei

CASSCF and the
densities ��i

CASSCF�2 are unchanged in the transformation.
Using this CASVB method, we examined collinear hydrogen
exchange reactions H2+X→H+HX �X=H, F, Cl, Br, and I�
�Refs. 5 and 6� and a unimolecular dissociation H2CO
→H2+CO �Ref. 5� on the intrinsic reaction coordinates
�IRCs�, and showed that the bond nature during the reactions
is well analyzed with the occupation number of the VB struc-
tures.

However, the IRC is certainly a good reference reaction
path for chemical reactions; it is a static path. The actual
chemical reaction proceeds on a trajectory that is determined
by the time evolution of the system, and it has been still
unclear whether the CASVB may provide a good picture of
bond breaking/formation along the dynamic trajectory, where
the potential energies vary every moment and the system
does not necessarily pass a transition state. Thus, in the
present paper, we examine some chemical reactions on
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Born–Oppenheimer trajectories using the CASVB method
and discuss how the method describes the nature of the
bonds during the reactions.

The contents of the present article are as follows. In Sec.
II, after a brief survey of the CASVB method, we introduce
a scheme by which we can organize many VB structures into
a small number of indices. In Sec. III, the scheme is applied
to the hydrogen exchange reaction H2+F→H+HF
and the Diels–Alder reaction C5H6�cyclopentadiene�+CH2

=CH2�ethylene�→C7H10�norbornene� on BO trajectories,
and the applicability to the reactions is discussed. Conclu-
sions are given in Sec. IV.

II. METHOD

A. Brief overview of the CASVB method

The CASVB method was proposed by Hirao et al.7,8

They have proposed two versions of the CASVB method.
The first one is a method to construct VB structures from
orthogonal localized molecular orbitals �OLMOs�, and the
second is a method using nonorthogonal localized molecular
orbitals �NLMOs�. These methods provide different pictures
of VB structures: a general feature is that the CASVB pic-
tures with OLMOs have a more ionic nature than the pictures
with NLMOs. An example is found in the hydrogen mol-
ecule. In the CASVB picture with OLMOs, the hydrogen
molecule was described as a 61% covalent VB structure
H–H and 39% ionic VB structure H+H−+H−H+, while the
picture with NLMOs shows a 91% covalent and 9% ionic
VB structure. However, as shown in a previous paper,5 the
bond pictures with both the sets of localized molecular orbit-
als �LMOs�, which consist of the sum of the covalent and
ionic VB structures, are very similar to each other. In the
present article, therefore, we will use mainly a method with
OLMOs, which may be treated more easily.

The idea of CASVB is based on the fact that the densi-
ties of variational wave functions are invariant under the
transformations that hold the variational space unchanged. In
the CASSCF case, the complete active space �CAS� is in-
variant under the linear transformation of active orbitals. We
may redefine the active orbitals utilizing the invariance of
the active orbital space. In the CASVB method with the
OLMOs, the LMOs constructed by Boys’ localization
procedure10 are used. If the active orbitals are defined appro-
priately, the LMOs nearly always turn out to be localized on
a single atomic center with small localization tails onto
neighboring atoms.

Let �CASSCF be a CASSCF wave function

�CASSCF = �
i

Ci�i
CSF, �i

CSF � �i
CSF���i	� , �1�

where �i
CSF are the configuration state functions �CSFs� con-

structed by the orthogonal orbitals set ��i	 and Ci are the
known CAS configuration interaction �CI� expansion coeffi-
cients. Similarly define the CASVB function in terms of
spin-paired functions as

�CASVB = �
i

Ai�i
VB, �i

VB � �i
VB���i	� , �2�

where �i
VB are spin-paired functions constructed with LMOs

��i	. The functions �i
VB correspond to VB structures. The

number of independent spin-paired functions is equal to the
dimension of CAS. The spaces spanned by ��i

CSF	 and ��i
VB	

are identical. Because Eqs. �1� and �2� are different expres-
sions of the identical wave function, we may write

�
j

Aj� j
VB = �

j

Cj� j
CSF. �3�

Left-multiplying Eqs. �1� and �2� by �i
CSF and integrating the

products, we get a linear equation

�
j

�ijAj = Ci with �ij = 
�i
CSF�� j

VB� , �4�

whose dimension is equal to the dimension of CAS. Solving
this linear equation, we obtain CASVB wave function
�CASVB. In the OLMO–CASVB case, we can use �Boys’�
LMOs ��i	 as ��i	 because the OLMOs remain CASSCF
MOs. In that case, the linear equation �4� reduces to a set of
linear equations for each orbital configuration, and the matrix
�ij for each linear equation becomes a triangular matrix de-
pending only on spin configurations. The linear equation �4�
can, therefore, be solved with ease, compared with the
NLMO-CASVB case.

The occupation number of a VB structure is defined by

ni = Ai
��

j

SijAj , �5�

where Sij are overlaps between the VB structures i and j,
defined by

Sij = 
�i
VB�� j

VB� �6�

and satisfies the normalization,

�
i

ni = 1. �7�

The occupation number represents the weight of a VB struc-
ture occupied in the CASVB, or equivalently CASSCF, wave
function.

B. Tree diagram of VB structures with the number
of ionic bonds used for generation

The CASVB occupation number is a good index to mea-
sure the contribution of each VB structure. However, the
number of the VB structures is the same as the number of the
CSFs in the CAS, which can grow large with the number of
active orbitals. Even for CAS�6,6� for singlet states, appear-
ing in the next section, includes 175 CSFs, where CAS�n ,m�
denotes the CAS made from n electrons by distributing them
among m orbitals. It is therefore necessary to get together
those many occupation numbers into a small number of other
indices. In the present subsection, we introduce a scheme to
do so.

The key idea is to arrange the VB structures treating the
number of ionic bonds for generation. In the previous papers
of the CASVB method,7,8 we have shown the CASVB pic-
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ture of butadiene �buta-1,3-diene�. Let us take the VB struc-
tures of butadiene as an example. The butadiene has four �
electrons and four � orbitals, which constitute CAS�4,4�.
The CAS�4,4� includes 20 CSFs or equivalently 20 VB struc-
tures �1–20� shown in Fig. 1. Structures 1 and 2 are covalent
VB structures and hence have no ionic bonds. These VB
structures belong to the first generation. Structure 1 generates
structures 3–6 by changing a covalent bond into an ionic
bond. Similarly, structure 2 generates structures 7–10. These
VB structures have one ionic bond, hence, are in the second
generation. We call structure 1 �2� parent structure of struc-
tures 3–6 �7–10�, and inversely call structures 3–6 �7–10�
child structures of structure 1 �2�. Structures 11–14 cannot be
generated from any VB structures by the change of a cova-
lent bond to an ionic bond and hence do not have parent
structures. The reason is that their parent structures have
crossing covalent bonds, which are not allowed in CAS due
to the linear dependency on the noncrossing-bond VB struc-
tures. Note that this exactly corresponds to the fact that the
Rumer diagrams with crossing lines are linearly dependent
on the diagrams without crossing lines.11 However, if we add
a covalent VB structure 21 with crossing bonds as a dummy
structure, structure 11–14 can be generated from it. We call
also structures 11–14 the second-generation VB structure al-
though they have no real �namely, nondummy� parent struc-
ture. Structures 15–20, the third-generation VB structures,
are generated from some of the second-generation VB struc-
tures. In this way, we can classify all the VB structures into
generations according to the number of ionic bonds, and pro-

duce a tree diagram. In the same manner, we can construct a
tree diagram for any CAS.

There are three VB structures, including the dummy VB
structure, which do not have parent structures �the root struc-
tures�. Because the child structures are generated by simply
changing a bond from covalent to ionic, all the VB structures
derived from these root structures have the same bonds. For
example, structures 1, 3–6, and 15–18 all represent bonds
C1C2 and C3C4 �hereafter we use bond structure �C1C2,
C3C4� for short�. Similarly, structures 2, 7–10, and 15–20
represent bond structure �C1C4, C2C3� and structures 11–14,
16, 17, 19, and 20 �and also dummy structure 21� represent
bond structure �C1C3, C2C4�.

The total weight of a bond structure is defined by the
sum of the weights of covalent, singly ionic, doubly, and
higher ionic VB structures:

Wbond = wcovalent + wsingly ionic + wdoubly ionic + ¯ . �8�

More concretely, the weight of bond structure �AB ,CD , . . .�
is defined by

W�AB,CD, . . .� = w�A − B,C − D, . . .� + w�A+B−,C − D, . . .�

+ w�A−B+,C − D, . . .� + w�A − B,C+D−, . . .�

+ w�A − B,C−D+, . . .� + w�A+B−,C+D−, . . .�

+ ¯ . �9�

If there is one-to-one correspondence between a parent and a
child structure, we can use the occupation numbers n as the
weights w in the right hand side. However, this is not always
the case. If a child structure has more than one parent struc-
ture, the occupation number of the child structure is distrib-
uted in proportion to the occupation numbers of the parent
structures:

wc←p = ncfc←p, fc←p = np/�np + �p��p
np�� , �10�

where wc←p and fc←p indicate the weight and fraction that is
distributed to a parent structure p. If the parent structure has
more than one grandparent structure, the weight is further
distributed in the same manner:

wc←p←g = ncfc←pfp←g. �11�

In other words, the weight w is a distributed occupation num-
ber depending on the occupation numbers of the root to par-
ent structures.

Applying this scheme to butadiene, we have the weight
of the bonds C1C2 and C3C4, for example,

W�C1C2,C3C4� = w1 + w3 + w4 + w5 + w6 + w15←3 + w15←5 + w16←3 + w16←6 + w17←4 + w17←5 + w18←4 + w18←6

= n1 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n15�f15←3 + f15←5� + n16�f16←3 + f15←6� + n17�f17←4 + f17←5� + n18�f18←4 + f18←6�

= n1 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n15
n3 + n5

n3 + n5 + n7 + n10
+ n16

n3 + n6

n3 + n6 + n12 + n13
+ n17

n4 + n5

n4 + n5 + n11 + n14

+ n18
n4 + n6

n4 + n6 + n8 + n9
. �12�

FIG. 1. �Color online� Tree diagram of the VB structures of butadiene. The
VB structures in the first and fifth rows, in the second and fourth rows, and
in the third row are the first-, second-, and third-generation VB structures,
respectively. Structure 21 is a dummy covalent structure, which is not in-
cluded in the CAS.
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The other weights, W�C1C4,C2C3� and W�C1C3,C2C4�, are
given similarly.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hydrogen exchange reaction, H2+F\H+HF

We first examine the hydrogen exchange reaction, H2

+F→H+HF. This reaction is highly exothermic: the heat of
the reaction is 30.8 kcal/mol. According to Hammond’s pos-
tulate, this reaction should have an early TS. The PES and
the dynamics of this reaction have been well examined.12–14

What the electronic state is during this reaction and how the
CASVB method describes the electronic structure, were ex-
amined on a static path, i.e., IRC, in a previous paper.6 In the
present paper, we examine how the CASVB method de-
scribes the chemical bond nature along dynamic paths,
namely, the BO trajectories. We had trajectories with various
initial conditions. Because our purpose is to show how the
CASVB method presents the chemical bond nature, only
several typical paths are shown. The algorithm of dynamics
was the Verlet method with a time step of 0.5 fs. The classi-
cal equation of motion for the nuclei was integrated using the
quantum mechanical forces for the CASSCF wave function,
Fi=−�i
�CASSCF�H��CASSCF�.15 Note that the BO dynamics
paths of the CASVB and CASSCF methods are identical
because the CASVB and CASSCF functions are different
expressions of an identical wave function. The vibrational
and rotational quantum numbers of the HF molecule were
determined from trajectories employing the semiclassical
Bohr–Sommerfeld quantization condition. The basis set used
was Dunning’s correlation-consistent polarized valence
double zeta �cc-pVDZ� basis set.16 Diffuse functions were
augmented for fluorine.17

The active space was constructed by distributing three
electrons in three orbitals consisting of HA�1s�, HB�1s�, and
F�2p��, i.e., CAS�3,3�. The dimension of the CAS is eight.
According to this CAS, eight, linearly independent VB struc-
tures,

�1� �HA
�HB

��	−	�� ·�F� , HA−HB F•,
�2� �HA

� ·�HB
�F��	−	�� , HA

• HB−F,
�3� �HB

�HB
��	−	�� ·�F� , HA

+ HB
− F•,

�4� �HA
�HA

��	−	�� ·�F� , HA
− HB

+ F•,
�5� �HA

� ·�F�F��	−	�� , HA
• HB

+ F−,
�6� �HA

� ·�HB
�HB

��	−	�� , HA
• HB

− F+,
�7� �HB

� ·�F�F��	−	�� , HA
+ HB

• F−,
and

�8� �HA
�HA

��	−	�� ·�HB
� , HA

− HB
• F+,

were used to construct CASVB functions. Here, in structures
1–8, the normalization constants and antisymmetrizers are
omitted. According to the discussion in the previous subsec-
tion, the tree diagram for these VB structures is written as
Fig. 2. In the figure, structure 9 is a dummy covalent VB
structure. Because each child structure has only one parent
structure, the total weights of the HAHB, HBF, and HAF
bonds are simply given as the sum of the occupation num-
bers of the parent and child structures.

WHAHB
= n1 + n3 + n4, �13�

WHBF = n2 + n5 + n6, �14�

WHAF = n7 + n8. �15�

First, we show the results of collinear reactions.
Figures 3�a�–3�d� are the results of the reaction where a

fluorine atom with an initial kinetic energy, EK�F�
=20.0 kcal /mol, collides with a H2 molecule in the ground
vibrational state. The vibrationally excited HF molecule �v
=2� was produced in this collision. Figures 3�a� and 3�b�
show the changes in the z coordinates of the atoms �the
z-axis was taken along the molecular axis of the H2 mol-
ecule� and the potential energy, respectively. The changes in
the coordinates and the potential energy in Figs. 3�a� and
3�b� show that the hydrogen exchange occurred during ap-
proximately t=30–45 fs. Figure 3�c� shows the changes of
the occupation numbers of the covalent and ionic VB struc-
tures �two ionic VB structures, X+Y− and X−Y+, were col-
lected into one structure�, and the weights of the bonds were
given from the occupation numbers by Eqs. �13�–�15�, which
were depicted in Fig. 3�d�. The occupation numbers in Fig.
3�c� oscillate according to the vibrational motions of the H2

and HF molecule. The phases of the oscillations are opposite
for covalent and ionic VB structures in the noncollision re-
gion. Because both the H2 and HF molecules undergo ho-
molytic cleavage, their electronic structures are more cova-
lent for the longer bond region and oppositely they are more
ionic for the shorter bond region, which gives the opposite
phase. Because of these oscillations, quantitative estimation
of the contributions of the bonds is not a simple task at this
stage. On the other hand, in Fig. 3�d� the exchange of the
HAHB and HBF bonds is clearly described. The weights of
the HAHB �HBF� bond began to decrease �increase� at around
t=25 fs, and the two weights became equal at around t
=35 fs, and subsequently a new HBF bond was formed at
around t=50 fs. The HAF bond was small, as expected. The
curves are very similar to those for the weights on the IRC in
Ref. 6 except for the rebound at around t=45 fs, although
the definition of the weight is slightly different.

Figures 4�a� and 4�b� illustrate the changes in the
z-coordinates of the atoms and the potential energy for the
reaction with an initial kinetic energy 12.7 kcal/mol. This is
an example of nonreactive collisions. The changes of the
occupation numbers and weights are shown in Figs. 4�c� and
4�d�. The nonreactive feature was well represented in Fig.
4�d�. In the collision time region, t=30–60 fs, the weight of
the HAHB bond decreased to about 0.6 temporarily and that

FIG. 2. Tree diagram of the VB structures for the HA–HB–F system. Struc-
ture 9 is a dummy covalent structure, which is not included in CAS�3,3�.
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of the HBF bond increased to about 0.35. However, after the
collision time region, the weights returned to one and zero.

Subsequently, we show the results of noncollinear
reactions. Figures 5�a�–5�d� are the results of the reaction
where a fluorine atom with initial kinetic energy, EK�F�

=30.0 kcal /mol, collides with a H2 molecule so that the
incidence angle should be 30°. A vibrationally and rotation-
ally excited HF molecule �v=2, J=15� was produced in this
reaction. The exchanges of the z-coordinates of the HB and F
atoms in Fig. 5�a� represent the rotational motion of the HF
molecule. The motions of the atoms were not simple com-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Results for a collinear reaction �EK�F�
=20.0 kcal /mol�: �a� Changes of the z-coordinates of the HA, HB, and F
atoms for, �b� potential energy, �c� occupation numbers of VB structures,
and �d� weights of bond structures.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Results for a collinear reaction �EK�F�
=12.7 kcal /mol�: �a� Changes of the z-coordinates of the HA, HB, and F
atoms, �b� potential energy, �c� occupation numbers of VB structures, and
�d� weights of bond structures.
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pared to the collinear reaction cases. However, it should be
noted that, also in this noncollinear reaction case, the weights
in Fig. 5�d� gave a clear picture, where the exchange of the
bonds around t=30 fs is distinctly shown.

Finally, we show the CASVB results with NLMOs for
the first collinear reaction �EK�F�=20.0 kcal /mol� to com-

pare them with the results of OLMOs. Figures 6�a� and 6�b�
show the changes in the occupation numbers and the weights
of the bonds, respectively. The occupation numbers of the
CASVB methods with NLMO and OLMOs are rather differ-
ent as can be seen from the comparison of Figs. 3�c� and
6�a�. The ionic occupation number for NLMOs is smaller
than that for OLMOs. In contrast, the weights of the bond in
Figs. 3�d� and 6�b� are quite similar. These results, together
with other examples in Ref. 5, support well the use of the
weights of the bonds and OLMOs in the present article.

B. Diels–Alder reaction C5H6„cyclopentadiene…+CH2
=CH2„ethylene…\C7H10„norbornene…

The second example is the Diels–Alder reaction of cy-
clopentadiene �cyclopenta-1,3-diene� �referred to as CP here-
after� and ethylene �ethene� leading to the formation of nor-
bornene �bicyclo�2.2.1�hept-2-ene� �referred to as NB
hereafter�.

This reaction is a �4+2� cycloaddition reaction and
widely known as a concerted reaction following the
Woodward–Hoffman rule. The PES and dynamics of this re-
action have been well studied by several groups. Houk and
co-workers18,19 examined the PES of this reaction and
showed that the concerted path is the lowest path on the
ground state surface. They also found a stepwise path that
passes through a diradicaloid intermediate. Aktah et al.20

FIG. 5. �Color online� Results for a noncollinear reaction �EK�F�
=30.0 kcal /mol�: �a� Changes of the z-coordinates of the HA, HB, and F
atoms, �b� potential energy, �c� occupation numbers of VB structures, and
�d� weights of bond structures.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Results obtained with nonorthogonal localized mo-
lecular orbitals for the same reaction in Fig. 3: �a� occupation numbers of
VB structures and �b� weights of bond structures.
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conducted a dynamics study using Car–Parrinello molecular
dynamics. Recently Hill et al. investigated the electronic re-
arrangement in the retro Diels–Alder reaction along the IRC
using spin-coupled theory. They elucidated also the bonding
nature along the IRC using the Chirgwin–Coulson weights
and the Wiberg indices, which is closely related to the
present study.21 The purpose of this subsection is not to ex-
amine the reaction itself. We therefore focus on the CASVB
picture of bond breaking/formation along some typical BO
trajectories.

The active space used was CAS�6,6�, where the four �
orbitals of CP and the two � orbitals of ethylene were in-
cluded in active orbitals. These six active orbitals correspond
to four � and two � orbitals of NB. The basis set used was
the cc-pVDZ basis set.16

The CAS using six electrons and six orbitals includes
175 singlet CSFs, or equivalently, 175 VB structures. Ac-
cording to the scheme described in Sec. II A, we can con-
struct a tree diagram for these VB structures. However, the
tree diagram for this VB structure set is too complicated to
be depicted in a figure, therefore, some features are described
here.

Figure 7�a� shows the numbering of the carbon atoms in

the system and five covalent VB structures. Numbered atoms
C1 and C2 are the carbon atoms of ethylene, while C3–C6 are
those of CP. These VB structures in Fig. 7�a� are in the first
generation, from which 30 second-generation, 48 third-
generation, and 20 fourth-generation VB structures are gen-
erated. In addition to these VB structures, there are 36
second-generation and 6 third-generation VB structures that
correspond to crossing bonds such as �C1C2, C3C5, C4C6�.
These VB structures do not have their parent covalent struc-
tures in the CAS for the same reason as mentioned in Sec.
II B. Therefore, as parent structures of these crossing-bond
VB structures, dummy �first-generation� covalent VB struc-
tures with crossing bonds are added to the tree diagram.
More 36 third-generation VB structures are generated from
the crossing-bond second-generation parent structures. Note
that the 48 third-generation structures originating from the
five covalent VB structures are also generated from the
crossing-bond parent structures and that their occupation
numbers are distributed according to the fraction described
in Sec. II B.

Before seeing the weights on the BO trajectories, let us
examine the weights in the reactants, the TS structure, and
the product.

The weights in the reactant �the CP plus ethylene sys-
tem� are as follows:

Reactant: 0.870�I� + 0.098�V� + 0.032�CBs� . �16�

Here the �I�–�V� represent bond structures derived from the
corresponding five covalent VB structures �root structures�
1–5 in Fig. 7�a� and �CBs� represents the set of all other bond
structures that have crossing bonds. Note again the differ-
ence between the VB structure and the bond structure. For
instance, structure 1 in Fig. 7�a� is a VB structure, while
bond structure I is the aggregate of the VB structures with
C1C2, C3C4, and C5C6 bonds. The numbers before bond
structures in Eq. �16� express the weights with all the descen-
dant occupation numbers put together. Equation �16� means
that the reactant, the CP plus ethylene system, mainly con-
sists of 87.0% of �C1C2, C3C4, C5C6� and 9.8% of �C1C2,
C3C6, C4C5�. This immediately gives the fraction of �C3C4,
C5C6� and �C3C6, C4C5� contribution in CP because ethylene
is described by a single structure �C1C2�.

The weights in the product �NB� and the TS structure are
as follows:

Product: 0.001�I� + 0.923�II� + 0.018�III� + 0.018�IV� + 0.006�V� + 0.027�CBs� , �17�

TS: 0.262�I� + 0.291�II� + 0.095�III� + 0.095�IV� + 0.114�V� + 0.144�CBs� . �18�

The product NB is almost described by �C2C3, C4C5, C6C1�
�92.3%�. The contributions from other four bond structures
and crossing-bond bond structures are less than 3% each.
The transition state is mainly described by a mixture of

�C1C2, C3C4, C5C6� and �C2C3, C4C5, C6C1�, the contribu-
tion of which is 26.2% and 29.1%, respectively. These con-
tributions are close to each other, which indicates that the TS
has a bond structure intermediate of the reactant’s and of the

FIG. 7. �Color online� Diels–Alder reaction �CP+ethylene→NB�: �a� num-
bering of the carbon atoms and five covalent VB structures, �b� three ap-
proaching paths �left: symmetric path; center and right: asymmetric path
with an angle of skew of 30° and 60°, respectively�.
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product’s, though the weights of other bond structures are
not very small. These results are consistent with our previous
results.5

Then let us examine the bond picture on BO trajectories.
Figures 8�a�–8�d� show the results for an ideal symmet-

ric trajectory with an initial ethylene kinetic energy of 100
kcal/mol �see Fig. 7�b��. Here, the initial approaching path of

ethylene was set so that the Cs symmetry of the system
would be maintained and the C1C2C3C6 and CP plains would
be perpendicular. Figure 8�a� shows the changes in bond dis-
tances between C1 and C6 and between C2 and C3, which are
forming � bonds between ethylene and CP. Figure 8�b�
shows the changes of C1C2, C3C4, C4C5, and C5C6 bond
distances, which are ethylene or CP intramolecular distances.
In this case, the reaction proceeds concertedly owing to the
symmetry restriction. Figure 8�a� indicates that the C1C6

and C2C3 bond formation was made at approximately t
=50–90 fs and Fig. 8�b� indicates that the C4C5 bond
changed from a single to a double bond and the C3C4 and
C6C5 bonds from a double to single bonds at around t
=60 fs. Figure 8�c� shows the change in the potential energy.
The difference between the reactant system and the top of the
curve was 66.8 kcal/mol, which was 25.1 kcal/mol larger
than the activation energy. Figure 8�d� shows the bond pic-
ture along the trajectory. This figure clearly indicates rapid
exchange of bond structures �C1C2, C3C4, C5C6� and �C2C3,
C4C5, C6C1� �the C1C2, C3C4, and C5C6 double bonds to the
C2C3 and C6C1 single and C4C5 double bonds� in a short
time region t=50–90 fs. This picture, extracted from the
electronic structure, was agreed well with the picture by the
change of the bond lengths described in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�.

Figures 9�a�–9�d� are the results for an asymmetric ini-
tial condition with an initial ethylene kinetic energy of 150
kcal/mol �see Fig. 7�b��. The initial configuration was con-
structed from the ideal Cs symmetry by slanting it by 30°
�the C1C2C3C6 and CP planes were kept perpendicular�. Fig-
ure 9�a�, representing the changes of the C1C6 and C2C3

bond lengths, shows that bond lengths, which initially de-
creased at a constant rate, began to slowly oscillate at around
t=45 and t=75 fs for C2C3 and C1C6 bonds, respectively
and then oscillated together after t=120 fs. This behavior of
bond lengths indicates C1C6 and C2C3 bond formation dur-
ing t=45–120 fs. Figure 9�b� shows the changes of the
same CC bonds as those in Fig. 8�b�. Similar to Fig. 8�b�,
this figure shows the exchange of the single and double
bonds at around t=50 fs. Figure 9�d� shows the change of
the weights. This figure clearly shows the exchange of bond
structures I and II, which is very similar to that in Fig. 8�d�.
A small difference is that bond structure III was a little larger
than that in Fig. 8�d� at around t=50 fs. Bond structure III
means only the C6C1 is bonded, not the C2C5; in other
words, the nonconcerted portion contributed.

The last example also has an asymmetric initial condi-
tion. However, in this example the condition was set so that
the C2C3 bond should be preferentially formed. The ethylene
was initially placed so that its molecular plane and the CP
plane made an angle of 60°, and in addition for the C2C3 line
and CP plane to be perpendicular �see Fig. 7�b��. Figures
10�a�–10�d� show the results for an initial ethylene kinetic
energy of 250 kcal/mol. The changes in the bond lengths,
Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�, were similar to those of the previous
two cases. From Fig. 10�b�, the exchange of the single and
double bonds appears to occur almost simultaneously at
around t=40 fs. This observation is consistent with the bond
picture in Fig. 10�d�. This figure shows clearly the exchange

FIG. 8. �Color online� Results for an ideal symmetric path: �a� changes in
the bond distances C1–C6, and C2–C3, �b� changes in the bond distances
C1–C2, C3–C4, C4–C5, and C5–C6, �c� potential energy, and �d� weights of
bond structures.
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of the bond structures I and II, namely, the �C1C2, C3C4,
C5C6� to �C2C3, C4C5, C6C1� concerted change. On the re-
flection of the biased condition for the C2C3 bond, bond
structure IV, which means mainly the C2C3 bond, occurred
for a very short time in the exchange time region.

A feature in this graph is the elevation of bond structure
III and the fall of bond structure II at around t=110 fs. This

can be explained by the large changes in some CC bond
lengths. Around this time, the C2C3 bond length temporarily
increased to about 2.5 Å because of the repulsion caused by
the collision to the CP plane. At the same time, the C3C4

bond length became near double by oscillation. These
changes increased the contribution of bond structure III and
decrease that of bond structure II. However, the other bonds

FIG. 9. �Color online� Results for an asymmetric path �angle of skew: 30°�:
�a� changes in the bond distances C1–C6, and C2–C3, �b� changes in the
bond distances C1–C2, C3–C4, C4–C5, and C5–C6, �c� potential energy, and
�d� weights of bond structures.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Results for an asymmetric path �angle of skew:
60°�: �a� changes in the bond distances C1–C6, and C2–C3, �b� changes in
the bond distances C1–C2, C3–C4, C4–C5, and C5–C6, �c� potential energy,
and �d� weights of bond structures.
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remained near the bond lengths of NB; thus, the contribution
of bond structure II becomes dominant again. A similar, but
smaller change can be also seen in Fig. 9�d� at around t
=90 fs.

Finally, to obtain deeper insight into the electronic struc-
tures during reactions, we introduce distance between the
bond structures at geometries X and Y,

dX−Y = max��WI�X� − WI�Y��, �WII�X� − WII�Y��,

�WIII�X� − WIII�Y��, �WIV�X� − WIV�Y��,

�WV�X� − WV�Y��, �WCBs�X� − WCBs�Y��� , �19�

defined with the weights at X and Y �namely, WA�X� and
WA�Y�, respectively�. This is a simple measure of the differ-
ence of electronic structures expressed by the weights be-
tween two different geometries. However, because weights
include only reduced information of the original electronic
structures, it should be noted that dX−Y =0 does not necessar-
ily indicate that the electronic structures at X and Y are iden-
tical. Figures 11�a�–11�c� are the plots of the changes of
three distances dZ-R, dZ-TS, and dZ-P for the three different
initial conditions discussed in the present subsection. Here Z
is the geometry at a time and R, TS, and P stand for the
geometries of the reactant, transition state, and product, re-
spectively. The three figures clearly show that the electronic
structure of the system was changed from that of the reactant
to that of the product rapidly, not passing through other types
of electronic structure. The time of the reaction was about
50–150 fs. These indicate that, in all the cases examined, the
reaction proceeded concertedly.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present article, we investigated the nature of
chemical bond on dynamic paths using the CASVB method
and BO dynamics. To extract the chemical bond picture dur-
ing dynamics, we introduced a scheme to collect the contri-
butions from several VB structures into small numbers of
indices. In this scheme, first we make a tree diagram by
arranging the VB structures using the numbers of their ionic
bonds for generation. A pair of VB structures is related to
each other if one VB structure has a covalent bond in a bond
and another VB structure has an ionic bond in the same bond
and, in addition, all the other bonds have the same type of
bonds. We named the former a parent structure and the latter
a child structure. Subsequently, using the tree diagram, we
computed the weights of the bond structure by the summa-
tion of the CASVB occupation numbers. This summation
runs from the top generation to the bottom along the descent.
If a child structure has more than one parent, the occupation
numbers of the children are distributed according to the oc-
cupation numbers of the parents.

We applied the scheme to the hydrogen exchange reac-
tion H2+F→H+HF and the Diels–Alder reaction
C5H6�cyclopentadiene�+CH2=CH2�ethylene�
→C7H10�norbornene�. In both the reactions, the scheme
gave a clear picture even for the BO dynamics trajectories.
The graphs of the weights of the bonds showed that the re-
construction of chemical bonds during reactions could be

viewed quantitatively by the temporal change of weight. We
believe that CASVB weight analysis combined with BO dy-
namics is a useful tool for understanding chemical reaction
mechanisms.
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